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In New South Wales, the Law Reform Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act 1946 (“Act”) permits an entity that has 
suffered a loss as a consequence of the actions of a 
third party to take action against the insurer of the third 
party where the third party is in liquidation. Section 6 of 
the Act creates a charge on the insurance proceeds 
which an insurer would be obliged to pay to the 
company that is in liquidation.  An action can be 
brought against the insurer however leave of the Court 
is required. 

The Courts have confirmed that Section 6 operates in 
respect of liability under both occurrence and claims 
made insurance policies.  However, the provision has 
a somewhat limited impact when it comes to claims 
made policies as was seen in the recent decision in the 
Court of Appeal in Registrar General v LawCover 
Insurance Pty Limited. The Court of Appeal has 
confirmed that leave will only be granted to proceed 
against the insurer of a professional indemnity 
insurance policy (claims made policy) where that policy 
was entered into before the event which gives rise to 
the claim against the insured that is in liquidation.   

The Registrar General of NSW sought to bring a claim 
against LawCover in respect to liabilities that 
LawCover had to Mr Lee, a solicitor who was involved 
in a fraudulent transaction involving a land title. 

A property owner had been defrauded when the title of 
their property was transferred consequent to a fraud.  
Mr Lee was involved in the transaction.  The title to the 
property was transferred to the fraudsters who 
subsequently mortgaged and onsold the property.  The 
rightful owner of the property commenced proceedings 
against the fraudster.   The Registrar General pursuant 
to the Statutory Compensation Scheme which exists in 
New South Wales was liable to compensate the owner 
in specified circumstances and on becoming liable is 
subrogated to the property owner’s rights against third 
parties, in this case the lawyer.  LawCover had issued 
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a professional indemnity policy to Lee.   

Professional indemnity policies are claims made 
policies and in some situations the policies will also 
respond to events notified during a policy period. 

LawCover resisted the claim on two grounds, that it 
was not liable to indemnify under the terms of the 
policy and that Section 6 did not permit an action to be 
brought against the insurer. 

Basten JA confirmed the views expressed by 
Hodgson JA in the Owners – Strata Plan 58530 that: 

1 “Although Section 6 uses the term ‘charge’, what it 
creates is a statutory right which does not fall neatly 
into existing legal or equitable categories. 

2 The charge arises (or descends) on the happening 
of the event referred to in Section 6(1) (and it is 
common ground that the event is whatever 
completes the relevant cause of action); 

3 The relevant contract of insurance is that as it stood 
when the charge descended, unaffected by 
subsequent mutual or unilateral action otherwise 
and pursuant to that contract or the general law as it 
operates on that contract”. 

The phrase in Section 6(1) insurance moneys that … 
may become payable is that to do with the situation 
where, whilst a charge has descended, there is as yet 
no sum which could be identified as payable by the 
insurer to the insured.” 

Basten JA confirmed that the contract of insurance is 
the one under which the proposed defendant is insured 
against its liability to pay damages or compensation to 
the party seeking to enforce the charge.  The event is 
whatever completes the cause of action against the 
insured.  

Basten JA confirmed that on an application for leave to 
bring proceedings under Section 6, it is for the 
applicant to demonstrate an arguable case as against 
the insured and an arguable case that the policy 
responds.   

These questions can only arise on an application for 
leave if it is also fairly arguable that there is a statutory 
charge under Section 6 which can be enforced under 
Section 6(4).  

It is not enough for there to be an arguable case that 
the policy responds if, as in the case before Basten JA, 
the policy was not in existence at the time of the 
happening of the event giving rise to the claim for 
damages 

 Where as in this case the professional indemnity 

policy was not in place at the time of the event, 
Section 6 did not create a charge against any insurer.   

Section 6 of the Act can have significant 
consequences for insurers involved in the construction 
industry.   

Defects in buildings often result from a combination of 
the actions of a builder and/or contractor and negligent 
professional advice.   

Often defects will not cause damage until a significant 
time after the building works are completed. 

The cause of action for the owner of the property will 
accrue when the damage occurs.   

The owner will have a claim against a builder and/or 
contractor (which will fall for cover under a broadform 
liability policy which is an occurrence based policy) and 
the professional who provided the professional service 
(which will fall for cover under a professional indemnity 
policy which is a claims made policy).  The prospects 
of recovering Insurance may be the only source of 
compensation if a defendant has no capacity to pay.  

Where a builder or contractor has liability insurance, 
that insurance will only respond to the claim when the 
damage occurs during the period of insurance.   

If the builder or contractor with liability insurance has 
gone into liquidation before the event which gives rise 
to the claim, then there will be no insurance which can 
respond.   

If however the builder and contractor are still solvent at 
the time the damage occurs and have liability 
insurance, the insurance current at the time the 
damage will respond to that claim and section 6 can be 
invoked to pursue the insurer if the insured becomes 
insolvent after the event.   

Where there is a professional indemnity policy in place 
in respect of professional services or advice provided, 
the insurance policy which will respond will be the 
insurance policy in place at the time the claim is made. 
If the professional service provider is liquidated after 
the event which gives to the claim and there have been 
renewals of the policy after the event then Section 6 
can only be used to bring an action against the insurer 
of the professional indemnity policy that was in place 
when the event occurred. This will limit the 
circumstances where professional indemnity insurers 
can be pursued.  

It is no wonder that principals often include provisions 
in contracts with builders and professionals requiring 
the builders and professionals to maintain insurance 
for up to seven years after building works are 
completed.  However, such obligations have little 
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impact where the party who has promised to take out 
insurance no longer exists.  Policies of insurance 
which run for six years are not part of the insurance 
landscape in Australia.  A promise to keep renewing 
insurance for six years is very much dependent on the 
business continuing to exist. 

Generally, for an insurer to be responsible for a loss of 
a liquidated insured a policy of insurance must be in 
place at the time the damage occurs  

Section 6 of the Law Reform Miscellaneous Provisions 
Act 1946 will have no role to play in a claim against an 
insurer who issued an insurance policy after the event 
that gives rise to the claim. 

On the other hand, if companies become insolvent 
after an event which gives rise to a claim against them, 
a claimant will be entitled to proceed against the 
liability insurer where insurance is in place when the 
cause of action accrues and for those insured under a 
professional indemnity policy the claimant may 
proceed against an insurer with a professional 
indemnity insurance policy in place at the time of the 
event but not an insurer that has issued the policy after 
the event. 

As can be seen while Section 6 can assist claimants in 
some situations, in many cases rights will fall away 
with the liquidation of the party that caused the loss. 

David Newey 
dtn@gdlaw.com.au 
 
 

 

 

The NSW Court of Appeal was recently called on to 
determine whether or not a supermarket owes a duty 
to take reasonable care to avoid foreseeable dangers 
to persons in the immediate vicinity of the supermarket 
where the danger arises from the use by customers of 
products sold by the supermarket and in Woolworths 
Limited v Ryder has determined that it is not 
appropriate to impose that duty. 

Ryder slipped on soapy residue while walking in the 
common area of a shopping centre adjacent to a 
Woolworths supermarket.  The residue was deposited 
by a child blowing bubbles from a bottle of soapy liquid 
sold by the supermarket to her parents.   

The Primary Judge found that the supermarket owed a 
duty to Ryder to take reasonable care to prevent a 
danger being created by reason of the use of products 
purchased at the supermarket.  An employee of 
Woolworths was found to have opened the bottle when 

the parents were at the checkout counter. The Primary 
Judge also found that the supermarket should have 
warned the parents against allowing the child to use 
the soapy liquid to blow bubbles in the common area of 
the shopping centre.   

Woolworths was liable to compensate Ryder for the 
injuries sustained.  However, Woolworths appealed.   

Woolworths argued that it did not owe a duty of care of 
the type formulated by the Trial Judge and further the 
evidence did not support a finding that the employee 
had opened the bottle.   

Sackville AJA in the leading judgement noted that the 
duty of care formulated by the Primary Judge 
appeared to “impose an obligation on Woolworths as 
the occupier and operator of the supermarket to 
exercise reasonable care to obviate any foreseeable 
danger of which it, or its employees, is or should be 
aware regardless of whether the danger might exist 
within the supermarket itself or in the nearby common 
area of the centre.”   

According to the Primary Judge, the duty was said to 
be owed to even a person who is not on the 
supermarket premises and presumably even if the 
person does not intend to enter the supermarket.   

Sackville AJA noted: 

“There is no basis in policy or principle for a duty of 
care of this breadth.  It would presumably mean, for 
example, that if a Woolworths employee at the 
checkout counter observed a child eating an ice cream 
in the common passageway in a messy fashion, 
Woolworths would be obliged to exercise reasonable 
care to obviate the danger of the child dropping part of 
the ice cream on the floor and creating a hazard to 
passers-by.  The duty would apparently exist even if 
the child eating the ice cream was in the company of 
his or her parents”. 

Sackville AJA noted it was difficult to see how 
Woolworths or any store owner or occupier could be 
said to have assumed responsibility for the safety of 
passers-by in the circumstances.   

Sackville AJA concluded that the duty of the kind 
suggested by the Primary Judge would impose “an 
intolerable burden of potential liability”.  “It would also 
impose extraordinarily onerous burdens on owners and 
occupiers of retail premises that go beyond ‘concern 
for the interest of others which it is reasonable to 
require as a matter of legal obligation’”. 

Sackville AJA noted: 

“Many stores not merely supermarkets, sell products 
that are readily capable of being used (or misused) in a 

Supermarkets not responsible for use of 
product in vicinity of store 
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manner that creates a hazard to others in the 
immediate vicinity of the store.  It is clearly 
foreseeable, for example, that a store selling takeaway 
food or drink may create a hazard to shoppers nearby 
if consumers spill drinks or drop food in a common 
area adjacent to the store.  If every owner or occupier 
of a kiosk was under a duty to take reasonable care to 
obviate such hazards, for example by warning 
individual customers not to drop food or spill drinks, the 
burden would potentially be very great”. 

Sackville AJA concluded that Woolworths was under a 
duty to take reasonable care to avoid hazards that 
might injure its customers whilst on its premises and 
the owner or occupier of the centre was under a similar 
duty to persons using the common area of the centre.  
However, it was not appropriate to impose a duty to 
take reasonable care to prevent products themselves, 
or those products simply opened for a customer from 
being used by persons in areas as outside its direct 
control or sphere of responsibility. 

Basten JA who agreed with Sackville AJA also noted 
that identifying the duty was a matter of importance.  
Basten JA concluded that the reasoning of the Primary 
Judge was wrong as the primary Judge equated 
reasonable foreseeability of harm with a duty of care.   

Basten JA noted that foreseeability of harm is 
necessary to establish that there is a duty of care but it 
is not sufficient to create a duty.  Identifying a duty is a 
prospective exercise, focusing on the standards of 
care for conduct reasonably expected by the 
community.  Basten JA agreed with Sackville that no 
duty existed. 

At the end of the day, the claim against Woolworths 
failed.  

While Woolworths were under a duty to take 
reasonable care to avoid hazards that might injure its 
customers on its premises there was no duty on 
Woolworths to take care to prevent customers from 
using purchased products in a way which created a 
danger outside the area controlled by Woolworths. 
Perhaps the result would have been different if the 
accident occurred within the store and no action was 
taken by Woolworths to clean up the residue or stop 
the child blowing bubbles.  

Here when the customer left the store, the nexus of 
control over the area was removed and the 
supermarket no longer had any control over the 
customer and the way in which the product was used.  
In those circumstances it was not appropriate to 
impose a duty of care. 

A supermarket does not owe a duty to take reasonable 
care to avoid foreseeable dangers to persons in the 
immediate vicinity of the supermarket where the 

danger arises from the use or misuse by customers of 
products sold by the supermarket. 

David Newey 
dtn@gdlaw.com.au 
 
 

 
 
In a previous edition of GD News, we discussed the 
case of King v Railcorp in which Shane King was 
awarded damages of $650,000.00 after he lost his leg 
when struck by a train on the train tracks at Mortdale 
Railway Station.  That decision has recently been 
overturned by the New South Wales Court of Appeal.   

King was 32 years of age when the incident occurred.  
After seeing his children, whom he left at about 
4:00pm, King went to Dan Murphy’s in Hurstville and 
bought three long neck bottles of beer.  King then went 
to a friend’s place in Hurstville and arrived there at 
about 5:00pm and left at midnight.  King contended 
that the only alcohol he consumed was the bottles of 
beer.  King then went to Hurstville Station and took the 
train to Mortdale Station.  He intended to stay with 
another friend whose house was close to where King 
was required to work the following day.   

Ultimately, King decided to walk to his friend’s place 
from Mortdale Station and walked for about 20 minutes 
and then after tiring walked back to Mortdale Station.  
At that time he decided to go to his sister’s place in 
Summer Hill and the last thing he can recall is climbing 
the stairs at Mortdale Station.  King thought it had 
taken about 15 to 20 minutes to walk to Hurstville 
Station, 10 to 15 minutes to wait for a train at 
Hurstville, about three minutes on the train to Mortdale 
Station and then about an hour looking around near a 
bus stop in Mortdale and obtaining cigarettes.  King 
had also spent 15 to 20 minutes with people at Pizza 
Hut and thought he finished talking to them at about 
2:00am before he headed off on the walk towards his 
friend’s place, before turning back to Mortdale Station. 

CCTV footage showed King walking out from behind 
the drinks machine at Mortdale Station at 3:05:10am 
and then moving towards the edge of the platform.  
King landed on the line at 3:05:15am and was struck 
by a train at 3:05:42.   

King brought a damages claim against Railcorp for the 
injuries he sustained and quantum was agreed at 
$1.3 million.  This left liability to be determined.  The 
main issues were what the driver should have seen 
and the level of King’s intoxication. 

Personal responsibility is 
really an issue 
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At trial, the train driver gave evidence that he first saw 
something he assumed to be rubbish at about 
100 metres from the object.  In his statement, the train 
driver indicated that when he was approximately 
50 metres from the object it moved and he realised it 
was a person and applied the full emergency brakes.  
In cross-examination, the driver indicated he did not 
consider there would be a person on the line.  The 
driver’s evidence was that he would encounter rubbish 
on the track on a daily basis and he did not recognise 
King as being human. 

At trial, Justice Davies found in favour of King but 
deducted 50% for contributory negligence.  The result 
was somewhat surprising given the facts leading up to 
it. 

Railcorp appealed and was successful in overturning 
the judgment.  It was noted on appeal the primary case 
against Railcorp was based on vicarious liability for the 
negligence of its driver.  

Justice Basten in his judgment noted: 

“From the moment that the object on the track came 
into sight to the point at which the emergency brakes 
were engaged was about 6.2 secs.  The Trial Judge 
held that reasonable care required they be applied in 
half that time.  However, the Trial Judge did not in fact 
require that the driver identify the object on the track as 
a person, nor did he find that the driver should 
reasonably have identified him as a person before he 
in fact did.  That occurred when the respondent, whose 
body was mainly in the shadow of the platform, moved.  
There is no dispute that at that point the driver reacted 
immediately to apply the emergency brake and sound 
the horn.  (The horn sounded for more than four 
seconds before the collision).  The question was 
whether he was negligent in not applying the 
emergency brake immediately he detected something 
on the rail head”. 

Justice Basten concluded: 

“This finding of breach of duty appears to have turned 
on the further finding that Railcorp should have 
instructed its drivers to apply the emergency brakes in 
those circumstances, which is the element of direct 
negligence.  In any event, absent instructions requiring 
him to apply the emergency brakes whenever there 
was anything on the track which was not clearly 
identified, a finding of negligence on the part of the 
driver was set to a standard of care well above that 
which was reasonable”. 

The Court of Appeal therefore found that contrary to 
the Trial Judge’s findings, there was no negligence on 
the part of the driver in failing to take action to stop 
when he initially saw King (who he had not yet 
identified as a person).  A standard that required a 

train driver to hit the brakes as soon as there was an 
object on the tracks was simply too high.  One can only 
imagine the disruption to the daily commute if this was 
the necessary standard imposed by the Court.  The 
case is also a reminder that the Courts will take into 
account personal responsibility; and in this case King 
could not blame anyone for the tragic consequences of 
his actions. 

Amanda Bond 
asb@gdlaw.com.au 

 

 
 
Professional indemnity policies often contain a clause 
excluding liability to indemnify the insured where a 
claim is first made against the insured before the 
period of insurance. 

The policy wording will usually define a “claim” to 
include a written demand or a court proceeding, 
including any counter claim, against the insured. 

In Amlin Corporate Member Ltd v Austcorp Project No 
20 Pty Ltd [2014] FCAFC 78, the Full Court of the 
Federal Court considered whether a Commercial List 
Response, filed and served prior to the period of 
insurance by a defendant in NSW Supreme Court 
proceedings instituted by the insured, was a “claim” 
within the meaning of a professional indemnity policy. 

The Court unanimously held that it was not. 

The Federal Court plaintiffs were the holders of 
securities over a parcel of land that was sold for $10 
million pursuant to a settlement of earlier NSW 
Supreme Court proceedings. 

Evidence suggested that the true value of the land was 
approximately $82 million. 

The sale of land was affected by the mortgagees and 
other parties including receivers who had been 
appointed to administer the company which owned the 
land after being placed in liquidation (“Bellpac”) by a 
lending company (“LM”). 

The plaintiffs ranked behind the mortgagees and other 
parties, and they did not participate in the settlement of 
the NSW Supreme Court proceedings. 

The sale of the land did not extinguish Bellpac’s debt 
to its mortgagees. 

The plaintiffs alleged that: 

Professional indemnity: what 
is a “claim” against the 
insured? 
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1. the mortgagees and receivers were liable to 
the plaintiffs by reason of them having: 

(a) breached their equitable duties as 
mortgagee; 

(b) breached their duty of care in 
exercising power of sale; and  

(c) engaged in unconscionable conduct in 
contravention of ASIC legislation and 
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). 

2. LM was also liable by reason of it being 
knowingly involved in the above conduct by 
the mortgagees and receivers. 

Similar allegations regarding LM’s conduct were set 
out in a Commercial List Response that was filed on 
behalf of the guarantor of a loan agreement between 
LM and Bellpac in separate NSW Supreme Court 
proceedings instituted by LM.  Under the loan 
agreement, LM had loaned moneys to Bellpac before it 
went into liquidation.  LM sought to enforce the 
guarantee.   

The Commercial List Response was served before the 
period of insurance under LM’s professional indemnity 
policy. 

In the Federal Court, the plaintiffs filed an interlocutory 
application to join the professional indemnity insurers 
of LM seeking relief under LM’s policy as third party 
beneficiaries.   

The insurers argued that it would be futile to allow the 
proceedings against them to be maintained and relied 
on the terms of the insuring clause which provided 
indemnity to LM against the loss, costs and expenses: 

“…arising from any Claim for any civil liability first 
made against You during the Period of Insurance and 
arising out of or in connection with a Wrongful Act.” 

The insurers argued: 

1. The wrongful conduct by LM, the subject of the 
Federal Court proceedings, was previously 
raised against LM in the Commercial List 
Response filed in the earlier Supreme Court 
proceedings brought by LM to enforce the 
guarantee. 

2. The Commercial List Response was served 
upon LM before the period of insurance. 

3. Accordingly, the “claim” against LM was not 
“…first made against [LM] during the period of 
insurance.” 

Jacobson J ordered that the insurers be joined to the 
proceedings as defendants but on the condition that 
the insurance issues be determined as a separate 
question. 

At the hearing of the separate question the insurers 
maintained their futility argument, and the Federal 
Court plaintiffs contended that the Supreme Court 
Commercial List Response did not constitute a “claim” 
because it was not a counter claim brought against LM 
in those proceedings. 

Jacobson J held that the Commercial List Response 
was not a “claim” within the insuring clause for the 
following reasons: 

1. The definition of “Loss” in the insuring clause 
included an award of damages for which LM 
was legally liable to third parties. 

2. The Commercial List Response did not seek 
relief in the nature of damages for which LM 
would become liable to a third party.  Rather, it 
was confined to a set-off against the amount 
claimed by LM against the guarantor. 

3. The Commercial List Response was not a 
claim “brought against” LM. 

Accordingly, the separate question was answered in 
favour of the Federal Court plaintiffs. 

The Full Federal Court unanimously dismissed the 
insurer’s appeal. 

Gleeson J wrote the leading judgment with which 
Allsop CJ and Middleton J agreed.  Her Honour 
identified the pivotal issue to be whether or not the 
Commercial List Response was a “counter claim … 
brought against LM”. 

Her Honour held that: 

 “The inclusion of ‘counter claim’ in the 
definition of ‘Claim’ is directed to the possibility 
that the insured may suffer a liability to a third 
party by reason of a counter claim.” 

Her Honour agreed with Jacobson J that the 
Commercial List Response did not constitute a claim 
brought against LM for which LM may suffer a liability 
to a third party, highlighting that the relevant third party 
to which LM could possibly be found liable would have 
been Bellpac arising from the sale of land.   

No claim had been made against LM by Bellpac and 
the Commercial List Response filed by the guarantor 
was not a claim brought against LM. 

Accordingly, the appeal was dismissed. 
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This decision is a useful illustration of what constitutes 
a “claim” in circumstances that do not involve a letter of 
demand or Statement of Claim against the insured. 

In the context of a professional indemnity policy, the 
timing of the claim made against the insured is critical 
if there is a clause excluding liability for claims first 
made before the period of insurance. 

However, perhaps more importantly, this decision 
confirms that the relevant enquiry to be made by an 
insurer is whether the claim received by the insured 
before the period of insurance was a claim to which 
cover extends pursuant to the insuring clause 
contained in the policy wording. 

If it is not a claim that falls within the insuring clause, it 
is not a “claim” that can be excluded even if it was 
brought against the insured before the period of 
insurance. 
 
Darren King 
dwk@gdlaw.com.au 
 
 

EMPLOYMENT ROUNDUP 

 

 

Employment contracts nowadays are frequently 
lengthy documents, containing a host of clauses 
setting out the respective rights the parties have once 
the contract has been terminated. A recent case in the 
Federal Court (Armstrong World Industries (Australia) 
Pty Ltd v Parma [2014] FCA 743) shows just how 
powerful well drafted provisions can be. 
 

The employee (Parma) was engaged as Chief 
Financial Officer. Shortly after commencement, he also 
was appointed as a director of the employer company. 

There were written terms and conditions of 
employment, including clauses which read: 

“Upon ceasing employment … the employee must 
within 24 hours, return to the employer all equipment, 
property, records, documents etc, in whatever form, 
which  belong to the employer. The employee must 
not keep any copies, in any form whatsoever of any 
employer information or material ... “ 

“The employee agrees that all equipment, records, 
documents and other papers, material, property and 
information of any kind and in any form, remain the 

property of the employer. The employee further agrees 
not to copy any such confidential material in his or her 
possession at any time except for appropriate internal 
company use, and under no circumstances to 
distribute such material outside the company without 
specific authorisation.  

The employee agrees to return all such material in his 
or her possession to the employer on termination of 
the employment. “ 

In performing the role of Chief Financial Officer, Parma 
was provided by the employer initially with a pre-used 
computer and subsequently a new notebook computer 
for his use, which was owned by the employer. 

A little less than 2 years after starting, Parma’s 
employment as Chief Financial Officer was suspended 
by the employer.  

Some days later, Parma’s employment was 
terminated. At that time he was required to return all 
property, including the notebook computer, to the 
employer. The notebook computer was not returned to 
the employer until almost a month later. 

On the day of termination, Parma also resigned his 
position as a director.  

Parma filed a general protections application with the 
Fair Work Commission alleging that his termination 
breached s 340 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (Fair 
Work Act). The application was made under s 365 of 
the Fair Work Act. He expressly referred to making this 
application in his capacity as an employee.  

There was then a conciliation conference held between 
the parties at the Fair Work Commission. That did not 
resolve the matter.  

There is a 14-day window under s 370 of the Fair Work 
Act for the commencement of a court application, 
operating from the date of the issue of a relevant 
certificate by the Fair Work Commission under s 368 of 
the Fair Work Act. 

Within that 14-day timeframe the employer sought an 
urgent mandatory injunction for the delivering up of its 
business records and material containing its 
confidential information, the destruction of any such 
documents and material in Parma’s possession, and a 
restraint upon Parma using such documents and 
information. 

The employer was successful in obtaining the orders. 

There was expert evidence from a computer technician 
that the notebook contained many files representing 
books and records of the employer; that it had been 
accessed many times following termination but before 

 

Former employee ordered to 
return documents 
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its return; that USB devices had been attached to it; 
that files had been deleted, and that “cleaning” 
software had been applied to it. 

Parma argued that he was entitled to access the 
business records because he had been a director of 
the employer, that they were needed in order to meet a 
bullying allegation made against him, and so that he 
could properly bring any Fair Work Act court 
application. 

The Court was not impressed with this. It ordered him 
to return every hard and electronic copy of every 
document he had obtained from his employer, apart 
from those recording his terms and conditions of 
employment and suspension and termination. Round 
one to the employer. 

 

David Collinge 

dec@gdlaw.com.au 

 

 

In June 2014, the Minimum Wage Panel (MWP) of the 
Fair Work Commission (FWC) delivered its fifth annual 
wage review under the Fair Work Act 2009 (the Act).  

The outcome of the review is that from 1 July 2014: 

 

 Modern award minimum wages will rise by 3%;  

 The national minimum wage will increase from 
$622.20 per week to $640.90 per week or from 
$16.37 per hour to $16.87 per hour.  
 

In reaching the decision, the MWP had regard to 
sections 284 and 134 of the Act which set out the 
minimum wages objective and modern awards 
objective, respectively.  

Section 284 of the Act provides that the FWC must 
establish and maintain a safety net of fair minimum 
wages, taking into account: 

 The performance and competitiveness of the 
national economy including productivity, 
business competitiveness and viability, 
inflation and employment growth 

 Promoting social inclusion through increased 
workforce participation  

 Relative living standards and the needs of the 
low paid 

 The principle of equal remuneration for work of 
equal and comparable value 

 Providing a comprehensive range of fair 
minimum wages to junior employees, 
employees to whom training arrangements 
apply and employees with a disability 
 

In setting, varying or revoking modern minimum award 
wages, the FWC is also required to take into account 
the modern awards objective set out in section 134. 
That section provides that the FWC must ensure that 
modern awards, together with the National 
Employment Standards (NES) provide a fair and 
relevant minimum safety net of terms of conditions 
taking into account a number of the same 
considerations under section 284 as well as: 

 The need to promote flexible modern work 
practices and efficient and productive 
performance of work 

 The need to provide additional remuneration 
for employees working overtime, working 
unsocial, irregular or unpredictable hours or 
employees working on weekends or public 
holidays or working shifts 

 The likely impact of any exercise of modern 
award powers on business, including on 
productivity, employment costs and the 
regulatory burden 

 The need to provide a simple, easy to 
understand, stable and sustainable modern 
award system for Australia that avoids 
unnecessary overlap of modern awards 

 The likely impact on employment growth, 
inflation and the sustainability, performance 
and competitiveness of the national economy.  
 

The MWP considered submissions provided by a 
variety of groups, associations, bodies representing 
employees and employers, private enterprises, State 
governments and individuals.  

In reaching its decision to increase the minimum wage, 
the MWP determined that the continuing moderate 
inflation and relatively low aggregate wages growth 
provided scope for a moderate increase in minimum 
wages in a manner that would not cause inflationary 
consequences.   

As a result of its decision for a moderate increase to 
minimum wages, employees receiving minimum wage 
pursuant to a modern award or other industrial 
instrument, will be entitled to an increase in pay in the 
first pay period on or after 1 July 2014. 

Victoria-Jane Otavski 
vjo@gdlaw.com.au 

 

 

Fair Work Commission 
delivers a moderate increase 
to minimum wage 
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WORKERS COMPENSATION ROUNDUP 

 

On 30 June 2014 the Centre for International 
Economics released their report following a review of 
the 2012 Workers Compensation Legislation 
Amendment Act.  The review was prepared at the 
request of the Office of Finance and Services.  Its 
publication marks the second anniversary of the 
substantial amendments to the NSW Workers 
Compensation scheme introduced in the 2012 
amending legislation. 

The 2012 amendments were designed to incentivise 
behaviour that would support the financial viability of 
the scheme.  Injured workers faced financial 
disincentives for not returning to work where some 
work capacity exists and employers were incentivised 
to improve safety and claims management.  
Regulators were given new powers and responsibilities 
with WorkCover inspectors able to issue legally binding 
Improvement Notices to employers not meeting return 
to work obligations. There was also a change in the 
complaints and dispute resolution process through the 
WorkCover Independent Review Office (“WIRO”). 

The review reports that there are signs that the 
scheme has shown a significant financial improvement.  
The report details that the reported $4.1 billion deficit 
of Scheme in December 2011 had been converted to a 
$1.4 billion surplus as at December 2013. 

This dramatic turnaround is partly the result of a 
reduction in gross outstanding claims.  For example, 
active compensation claims under the Scheme fell 
23% over the 18 month period until December 2013 
with the level of payments down 14% over the same 
period.   

The report suggested that the fall in claims reflected a 
combination of the amendments themselves such as 
the introduction of work capacity decisions, tighter 
access to lump sum compensation, restrictions on 
journey claims, as well as changes to claimant 
behaviour.  The claimant behaviour cited was the 
“opting out” of the Scheme by injured workers, even 
where their access to compensation had not changed. 

Other than “self selection” by claimants out of the 
program due to the reforms, the report noted that the 
use of Scheme Agent incentives by WorkCover to 
close claims may have also impacted on the number of 
claims. 

It was noted the number of claims had fallen by more 

than the reduction in access to benefits.   

The report notes that there was no robust evidence to 
contend that injury rates had fallen enough to account 
for the larger than expected fall.  The report cited that 
since 2012 new claims had fallen by around one 
quarter.  Whilst one third of the fall was explained by 
the exclusion of most journey claims, the remaining 
two thirds of the fall was difficult to explain where 
access to the workers compensation entitlements had 
not materially changed across the vast majority of 
other claims.   

Despite the reduction in the number of claims, the 
average payments on each claim had increased 
substantially since the amendments.  In other words, 
the injured workers that remain in the Scheme are 
generally receiving more compensation. 

It was also noted that a sizeable proportion of the 
financial turnaround was unrelated to the number of 
claims or the tightening of the liability provisions to 
reduce the number of entitled workers.   

The report noted that a significant proportion of the 
improvement was due to an improvement of the 
returns on the Scheme investments.  It was noted that 
without the significant improvement in the investment 
returns, the Scheme would not be in surplus. 

Due to the initial responsiveness in the claims 
experience due to the reforms, there has been a 
significant reduction in average premiums.  The report 
cited that the average NSW premium is now broadly in 
line with the Australian average.  

Despite the success of the reforms, the report cited a 
number of challenges and difficulties moving forward.   

The payment of medical expenses came under 
particular scrutiny.  For example, medical expenses 
are now no longer payable 12 months after a worker 
last received payments of weekly compensation.  This 
posed genuine challenges to workers with deteriorating 
injuries, for injuries that could not be appropriately 
treated within the legislative timeframes, medical 
conditions that arose in the course of the injury or 
treatment that was not foreseeable at the time the 
claim was made.   

The legislation does not allow for medical treatment 
where the treatment is for the “maintenance” of a 
claimant’s condition.  A number of stakeholders have 
commented that these restrictions are unfair to workers 
that have returned to work but require medical 
treatment to remain in employment or maintain a level 
of employment in the workplace.  

A number of other unintended impacts of the reforms 
were identified such as inadequate medical support for 
claimant’s who may have suffered substantial injuries 
but did not meet the 31% whole person impairment 
(WPI) threshold to be considered “seriously injured”.  

Workers compensation 
reform two years on – how 
are we travelling? 
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Once the serious injury threshold is reached, a 
claimant’s medical expenses are preserved.  The 
difficulty is that the threshold is particularly onerous 
and a number of claimant’s have lost the ability to 
claim prostheses following amputations or hearing 
aids.  Although it is not indicated in the report, we note 
the NSW Government has already indicated they will 
reduce the seriously injured threshold from 31% to 
21% WPI.  This should address the concerns with 
regards to the provision of prostheses but will not 
address the entitlement to hearing aids. 

This creates a challenge for injured workers that need 
to fund medical expenses beyond the entitlement 
period; particularly if/when alternative forms of funding 
are unavailable or insufficient.  The cost of further 
reform would be relatively insignificant and the 
Scheme actuaries estimated that if the medical cap 
were not to apply to any claims relating to hearing aids 
and prostheses and home and vehicle modifications, 
the cost of new claims would be approximately $20 
million per annum more and a one off cost due to 
outstanding claims liability of $100 to $140 million. 

Part of the changes with regards to medical expenses 
was the introduction of a pre-approval process for 
medical treatment.  The report has noted this is 
causing significant delays to claimant’s receiving 
treatment.  The current approval window is 21 days 
with several stakeholders suggesting this period is too 
long.  Moreover, it is often the case that approval takes 
even longer as claims managers can defer treatment 
decisions on the basis that an independent medical 
examination is required. 

Particular criticism was directed at the new dispute 
resolution procedures.  It has been commented in the 
report that some claimant’s feel that they are not fairly 
judged in terms of the work capacity decisions, leading 
to perceptions that the work capacity decision process 
is only used to terminate a worker’s benefits rather 
than achieve a sustainable and realistic return to work.  

On a more positive note, the report noted that the 
official “return to work” rates for injured workers at 26 
weeks and 52 weeks had increased since the 
amendments.  Caution was however conveyed given 
that a “return to work” also included when a claimant 
exited from the Scheme, rather than strictly returning to 
employment.  Obviously an exit from the Scheme may 
be due to a range of possible reasons unrelated to a 
return to work.  There was also consistent anecdotal 
evidence that the return to work rate was inflated by 
increases in work capacity rather than an actual return 
to paid employment.   

Overall, the number of active claims with weekly 
benefit payments have fallen by nearly 35% since June 
2012 and the number of active compensation claims 
receiving a medical related payment had fallen by 
27%, due largely to scheme exits.  Despite the 
reduction in the number of weekly claims, it was 

observed that there were potentially higher weekly 
compensation payments for older injuries whereby the 
worker was on the “transitional rate” – currently over 
$960 per week.   

Given the way that pre-injury average weekly earnings 
(“PIAWE”) were calculated, it was possible for injured 
workers to receive higher weekly benefits on the 
transitional rate than they would if they had returned to 
work.  This represented very little incentive to return to 
work.  There was also anecdotal evidence that injured 
workers were avoiding light volunteer work for fear that 
their entitlements would be reduced, even when 
volunteer work was positively associated with social 
engagement and an eventual propensity to return to 
paid work.   

Overall, it was noted it was largely too early to 
determine the impact of amendments on the financial 
sustainability of the system.  The report suggests four, 
possibly five years would be the minimum, with at least 
another 12 months required from the report before any 
meaningful data driven observations could be made. 

Suggested scope for further review and refinement 
included providing better tools and supports to enable 
return to work outcome.  This would include amending 
the return to work criteria to ensure that geographic 
and career limitations did not impose unreasonable 
requirements on injured workers.  This would be likely 
to require some recognition of the costs of relocation 
and retraining. 

Although it was conceded that it was still in the early 
days of the reforms, it was suggested that the work 
capacity assessment process be addressed to ensure 
that the assessments were consistent.  

Minimising complexity and reducing the administrative 
burden of calculating weekly compensation was also 
considered.  The PIAWE approach was cited by the 
report as being difficult and complex.  A more simple 
“averaging calculation” was proposed. 

It was also thought that more support should be 
provided for claimants to navigate the system and 
reduce the red tape and the complexity for health 
service providers.  There was also scope to improve 
the efficiency of the review process.  The existence of 
multiple review bodies such as WIRO, the Workers 
Compensation Commission and WorkCover was 
unnecessary.  The report also questioned whether the 
Independent Legal Assistance Review Service 
(“ILARS”) was an appropriate or efficient way of 
funding legal advice for claimants.  It was noted that 
the ILARS mechanism contained no incentives to 
ensure that only genuine claimants would seek legal 
redress.  There was also a question whether ILARS 
should be nested within the WIRO.  The merit review 
process was perceived to lack full independence and 
the lack of the availability of legal representation for 
workers with respect to work capacity decisions 
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created a perception the review process was “pro-
insurer/employer”.   

It was suggested a comparison be conducted between 
the new and old dispute process and an alternative 
arbitration mechanism should be investigated. 

On balance it would appear that the reforms have 
produced a positive financial outcome for the scheme 
and the amount of claims and duration of claims has 
certainly reduced.   

The overall flavour of the report is that the reforms may 
have swung the pendulum too far in favour of the 
employers. 

An immediate step to partially redress this would 
appear to be the lowering of the seriously injury 
threshold from 31% to 21%.   

The question then remains what further changes the 
NSW Government will be prepared to make to address 
some of the concerns raised in the report and by 
stakeholders generally.   

We suggest the next step will be a further relaxation in 
the long term accessibility to medical treatment rather 
than changes that would allow greater access to legal 
representation in the work capacity process. 
 
Stephen Hodges 
sbh@gdlaw.com.au 

 

 

The removal of the jurisdiction of Arbitrators in the 
Workers Compensation Commission (WCC) for weekly 
compensation disputes in circumstances where the 
insurer had made a work capacity decision was central 
to the changes in the 2012 amendments to the 
Workers Compensation Act 1987.   

The uncertainty as to whether the WCC retains 
jurisdiction where an entitlement to weekly 
compensation has been declined by way of a Section 
74 notice has now been clarified in the Court of Appeal 
decision of Inghams Enterprises Pty Ltd v Sok [2014] 
NSWCA 217. 

Ms Sok was employed by Integrated Parramatta 
Services Pty Limited (“Integrated”), a labour hire 
company.  Sok worked at a chicken processing plant 
operated by Inghams Enterprises Pty Limited 
(“Inghams”).  Ms Sok suffered a frank injury to her 
back when lifting crates of chicken in October 2002.  
This injury was further aggravated by the nature of her 

work over the following 12 weeks.  At that time Ms 
Sok’s employment was transferred from Integrated to 
Inghams.   

Ms Sok’s symptoms deteriorated and in March 2003 
she was placed on light duties for a week.  She 
continued to have difficulties with her usual position 
and after a further assignment of light duties her 
employment was terminated on 15 June 2004.  
Thereafter Ms Sok was paid weekly compensation by 
Integrated’s insurer.   

After undertaking light duties with another employer 
until February 2005, that employment and payments of 
compensation ceased.  Ms Sok did not work again until 
May 2007 when she commenced light duties in a 
family business owned by her husband.  This 
continued until December 2010 when she ceased work 
after the business was sold.  WorkCover certificates 
indicated that she was unfit for work from 10 May 
2011.   

On 21 June 2012 an Application to Resolve a Dispute 
was lodged in the Commission.  At first instance the 
arbitrator awarded Ms Sok weekly compensation on an 
ongoing basis at the statutory rate calculated pursuant 
to the pre-amendment legislation.  An appeal to the 
President followed.   

Deputy President O’Grady terminated the ongoing 
award at 31 December 2012 and entered an award on 
a continuing basis calculated in accordance with the 
amended weekly compensation provisions.  Inghams 
then appealed to the Court of Appeal. 

Justice Basten, who delivered the Court of Appeal’s 
leading judgment, considered the effect of the 
transitional provisions and the changes made by the 
2012 Amendment Act dealing with weekly 
compensation payments.   

One of Ingham’s grounds of appeal was that the 
Deputy President had erred in holding that the Workers 
Compensation Commission had jurisdiction to 
determine a dispute about matters that are properly the 
subject of “work capacity decisions” within the meaning 
of Section 43 of the 1987 Act in respect of the worker’s 
entitlement to weekly benefits from 1 January 2013. 

Justice Basten observed that a worker’s entitlements 
were to be calculated by reference to three 
“entitlement periods”, the first extending for 13 weeks, 
the second from weeks 14 to 130 and the third from 
week 130.  It was agreed that the worker whose 
entitlement to compensation commenced on 10 May 
2011 was within the second entitlement period.   

Inghams relied upon Section 43(3) of the Act to argue 
that the WCC had no jurisdiction to make 
determinations as to weekly compensation from 1 

The Workers Compensation 
Commission retains 
jurisdiction 
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January 2013.  After considering the provisions in 
Section 43-44A relating to work capacity decisions 
Justice Basten commented that the phrase “work 
capacity decisions” is defined as “decisions of an 
insurer” in Section 43(1).  They do not include 
decisions to dispute “liability” for weekly payments.  
Having decided to dispute liability to meet payments to 
Ms Sok, the insurer conceded that it had not made a 
work capacity decision.  Judge Basten commented that 
where sub-section 43(3) removed the jurisdiction of the 
WCC, this only operated where a work capacity 
decision had been made.   

The decision has clarified a dilemma posed by the 
legislative changes, confirming the WCC still has 
jurisdiction to determine weekly compensation disputes 
where “liability” is declined outright by way of a Section 
74 notice.  Whilst this decision concerns a claim for 
weekly compensation that commenced prior to 1 
October 2012, it would appear the jurisdiction of the 
WCC will extend to claims for weekly compensation 
made after that date.   
 
Consequently we believe it is appropriate, particularly 
in contentious liability situations where it may not be 
possible to make a work capacity decision that will 
stand up to the rigours of the internal and WIRO review 
processes, to decline liability by way of Section 74 
notice and thereby seek to resolve such claims as part 
of the Arbitration process before the WCC. 
 
Belinda Brown 
bjb@gdlaw.com.au 

 

 

In our December 2012 newsletter we commented on 
the NSW Court of Appeal decision of Pioneer Studios 
Pty Ltd v Hills [2012] NSW CA 324 which examined 
the liability of an employer for an injury which occurred 
on an employer’ s premises during a party.  The Court 
of Appeal remitted the matter back to the Workers 
Compensation Commission to determine an error of 
law.  Deputy President O’Grady delivered his judgment 
on 10 July 2014.  

 

Pioneer Studios conducted a business providing studio 
space and renting photographic equipment to the 
public.  They employ about twenty people at their 
Ultimo premises. Kathryn Hills had been employed 
with them for approximately two weeks before the 
accident as a manager of the equipment rental 
department. She worked between 10:00am and 
7:00pm and did not work overtime.  A fellow Pioneer 

Studios employee, Mr Buchanan and two of Mr 
Buchanan’s friends planned to jointly celebrate their 
birthdays at a party to be held in March 2004.  The two 
friends were not employed by Pioneer Studios.   

Mr Buchanan approached Pioneer Studios’ sole 
director, Mr Ludbrook, at some time before 13 March 
2004 asking if he and his friends could use one of the 
studios at the premises as a venue for the party and 
this permission was granted.  Buchanan would 
organise the party. Ludbrook requested Buchanan and 
his two friends to provide security on the night.  
Buchanan subsequently paid for a security guard and 
a disc jockey to provide entertainment.  The party was 
attended by 100 to 130 people, including Hills.  
Ludbrook was also present. 

At about 2:00am on 14 March, Buchanan was told by 
Hills that she was unable to find her camera.  They 
went to Studio 6, being the studio made available for 
the party.  They failed to locate the camera.  Buchanan 
and Hills danced for about 15 to 20 minutes and then 
the search for the camera resumed.  Hills began to 
descend the stairs when she fell over the balustrade 
striking her head and shoulder upon the landing of 
Level 4.  An ambulance was called.   

Hills submitted in her claim that she was induced by 
Ludbrook to attend the party as it was a farewell party 
for Buchanan who was departing for overseas.  She 
was advised that most of the people working at the 
employer would be there and they were having the 
party in one of their studios.  There would be a lot of 
clients who would be at the party and it was a good 
chance for her to meet people including clients that 
she would do business with.  Hills alleged that she felt 
it was important for her to be at the party to meet 
clients face to face and get on with them.  She always 
thought the party as being a work function.   

Ludbrook claimed he had no involvement in the 
organisation of the party.  The invitations and 
arrangements were done by Buchanan and his friends 
and Pioneer Studios had no involvement in who was 
being invited.  The premises were used solely for the 
purposes of Buchanan’s party and Pioneer Studios 
were not involved in any other way apart from workers 
and Ludbrook being invited as guests.  Ludbrook did 
not know about two-thirds of the people at the party 
and the majority were friends of Buchanan.  This 
statement was supported by a number of employees of 
Pioneer Studios. 

Pioneer Studios argued that the function was no more 
a birthday party for young people, two of which had a 
connection with Pioneer Studios.  Pioneer Studios did 
no more than give permission to use the premises and 
insist that security be provided.  The provision of the 
premises was of no significance.  Guests brought their 
own alcohol and it was not a client function and 

Farewell parties – arising out 
of the course of employment, 
or not? 
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Pioneer Studios had no control over who was invited.   

The injury received by Hills was during an interval 
between two discreet periods of work.  At the time of 
the incident she was not performing her employment 
duties.  This however did not preclude her from 
receiving compensation if she could show that Pioneer 
Studios expressly or impliedly induced or encouraged 
Hills to spend that interval at a particular place or in a 
particular way.  Deputy President O’Grady highlighted 
the following salient facts: 

 that the injury occurred during an interval 
between periods of employment; 

 Pioneer Studios had encouraged or induced 
Hills to be present during that interval at a 
particular place, namely the business 
premises; 

 the purpose of Hills’ attendance was 
employment related, being a farewell party for 
a fellow employee; 

 the factual association or connection with her 
employment concerned the Pioneer Studios’ 
inducement or encouragement to be at that 
place; 

 the injury was received at the place of the Hill’s 
employment. 

The Deputy President found the injury was received in 
the course of Hills’ employment.  Where an injury 
occurs in the course of employment, it will almost 
invariably be found to have arisen out of that 
employment.   

The employment was found to cause or to some 
material extent contribute to Hills injury and 
accordingly the injury provisions in Section 4 were 
satisfied.  Further, Section 9A was satisfied on the 
basis there was a real and substantial connection 
between the injury and employment and employment 
was a substantial contributing factor to the injury.   

The boundaries between employment and leisure 
activities can be easily blurred.    

Naomi Tancred 
ndt@gdlaw.com.au 

CTP ROUNDUP 

 

Predicting the Court’s approach to apportionment of 
responsibility for an accident between a pedestrian and 

a driver in a motor vehicle accident can be tricky. 
Where the plaintiff is a pedestrian and the defendant a 
driver of a vehicle, the negligence of the defendant is 
assessed against the risk of harm to the plaintiff, while 
the contributory negligence of the plaintiff is, generally, 
to be assessed against a risk of harm to him - or 
herself. Whilst the carelessness of a pedestrian may 
create a risk of harm to other drivers, for example, if a 
car is forced to swerve to avoid a pedestrian, it is the 
pedestrian that is usually the one at greatest risk. 

Further whilst the harm which the motor vehicle is 
likely to cause to the pedestrian is, on one view, 
precisely the same harm which should have been 
foreseeable to the pedestrian, the precautions which 
each should reasonably take will be different in kind. 

So how will the Courts balance the culpability of each 
person involved in the accident. The NSW Court of 
Appeal has recently handed down two decisions that 
provide guidance on this issue.  

In The Nominal Defendant v Ross [2014] NSWCA 212, 
Ross parked at the car park terminal of Sydney Airport 
and went inside the terminal to collect his visitor.  The 
visitor had not arrived so Ross left the terminal to 
check on his parking time. As he stepped off the 
footpath a mini bus collided with him.  He suffered 
some cuts and was bleeding. Ross ultimately brought 
a claim for damages for his injuries pursuing the 
Nominal Defendant as he did not take down the 
registration number of the bus or details of the driver 
as he did not perceive the true extent of his injuries. 

At trial the primary judge found that the minivan bus 
driver was negligent and determined that Ross had 
contributed to the accident.  20% was deducted for 
Ross’ contributory negligence.   

The Nominal Defendant appealed challenging the 
finding of negligence and the relatively low finding of 
contributory negligence and was partially successful in 
the appeal.  

The Court of Appeal ultimately determined that even 
where Ross had not looked to see if there were 
vehicles coming the driver was negligent because he 
failed to keep a proper lookout for pedestrians possibly 
entering the roadway.  No doubt The Nominal 
Defendant’s case was made more difficult without 
evidence from the driver who could not be identified. 
However the finding of contributory negligence was 
increased. 

Hoeben JA in the leading judgement on apportionment 
commented: 

“The appellant submitted that because the minibus 
was there to be seen had the respondent (Ross) 
looked, no liability should be found against the Nominal 

Pedestrian v Driver:  Watch 
Your Step 
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Defendant. Such a conclusion does not follow. If the 
minibus was there to be seen by the respondent had 
he looked, the respondent was also there to be seen 
had the driver of the minibus been keeping a proper 
lookout. This is particularly so when the evidence was 
that there were no other pedestrians in the vicinity. In 
that regard, the particulars of negligence found by the 
primary judge are not applicable. The basis for a 
finding of negligence against the minibus driver is that 
he failed to keep a proper lookout. The particulars of 
negligence identified by the primary judge comprise 
actions which the minibus driver could have taken had 
he seen the respondent. The strong inference from the 
evidence, including the comment attributed to the 
driver that he did not see the respondent but not 
dependent upon it, is that the driver was not keeping a 

proper lookout” 

Drivers must take into account the possibility of 
careless behaviour by pedestrians however 
pedestrians must also be vigilant. But is there any 
difference in culpability on the part of the pedestrian 
and the driver if each has been negligent in failing to 
keep a proper lookout. 

Hoeben JA commented: 

“While it may be said that the negligence on the part of 
the respondent and the driver of the minibus was of a 
similar kind, i.e. neither kept a proper lookout, other 
considerations are also relevant. A failure by a 
pedestrian to keep a proper lookout might result in 
injury to himself. A failure by a driver of a large vehicle, 
such as a minibus, might result in not only injury to 
himself, but serious injury or death to an innocent 
party. In that regard, moral culpability weighs more 
heavily against a driver than against a pedestrian, 
even though their actions may, to a similar degree, 
have contributed to the accident. That has been the 
approach traditionally adopted by the courts.” 

In this case the Court of Appeal determined that the 
driver was more culpable but an appropriate 
apportionment of responsibility to the pedestrian was 
35%, a significant increase on the primary judges’ 
findings. 

We then turn to the judgment handed down in T and X 
Company Pty Ltd v Chivas [2014] 235.   

In this case Scott Chivas attempted to cross the road 
against the red light into oncoming traffic.  On the night 
of the accident, which was a public holiday, Chivas 
was in the Sydney CBD with a number of friends. Two 
of Chivas’ friends ran across the road and then Chivas 
followed them. He was fatally injured when struck by a 
taxi after he had crossed the first of traffic. 
Proceedings were commenced by Amanda Chivas, 
Scott’s mother who claimed damages for nervous 
shock. 

At trial the driver was found to be negligent but there 
was a deduction of 40% for the deceased’s 
contributory negligence. 

The owner of the vehicle appealed disputing the 
finding of negligence and arguing the finding of 
contributory negligence was insufficient. 

Justice Basten in his judgment observed: 

“Some jaywalkers who proceed across a road 
otherwise than at a marked crossing, or who use 
crossings but disregard the traffic signals, do so with 
full appreciation of the risks and with close attention to 
the direction from which a vehicle may be expected. 
Many will have the ability to move more quickly if the 
unexpected occurs. However, that is not true of all 
pedestrians on city streets. Some may be young and 
inexperienced, others old and less agile; some may be 
familiar with the habits of traffic at particular 
intersections, others may not, including people from 
rural areas where traffic may behave quite differently. 
Some may be expected to anticipate how drivers will 
behave because they are themselves drivers, but 
others whether because they do not drive or because 
they have a disability which does not allow them to 
anticipate readily how others will behave may face 
greater risks. A driver who fails to take the variability of 
such circumstances into account, when faced with 
persons crossing the street against lights or otherwise 
unwisely, fails to take reasonable care in the handling 
of a motor vehicle. … 

Given that the appellant accepted that the taxi was 
travelling at excessive speed, it is difficult to 
understand the basis for the challenge to the finding of 
negligence. However, the question as to whether the 
driver should have slowed below 40kph was significant 
for another reason, namely the challenge to causation. 
Its concern with the finding that he should have 
reduced speed on seeing pedestrians crossing the 
road in front of him was in part directed to the failure of 
the trial judge at that point to identify the extent to 
which his speed should have been reduced. The 
answer was that his speed should have been reduced 
so that he did not simply miss the second of the two 
young men crossing the road, but passed at a safe 
distance. One reason for taking that step was to avoid 
the need to focus all his attention on the man he could 
see on the road, to the exclusion of other possible 
risks. 

The trial judge, applying the principles in s 5B of the 
Civil Liability Act, correctly concluded that the driver of 
the taxi was in breach of his duty to take reasonable 
care with respect to pedestrians on the roadway and 
on the kerb at the intersection.” 

That was enough to reject the challenge to the 
negligence finding. But what about contributory 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/cla2002161/s5b.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/cla2002161/
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negligence? Basten JA with whom Barrett JA agreed 
determined the finding of contributory negligence of the 
primary judge was too low, a result in our view which 
was not that surprising. However Basten JA did throw 
doubt on the belief that when assessing culpability one 
consideration is the capacity of a motor vehicle to 
cause far greater damage, when compared with the 
capacity of a pedestrian to cause damage. 

Basten JA observed that Section 5R of the Civil 
Liability Act 2002 which is invoked when assessing 
contributory negligence has impacted on the common 
law and the way contributory negligence must be 
assessed.  

Basten JA observed: 

“The significant, if subtle, change of emphasis which 
arises from the enactment of the Civil Liability Act 
raises a doubt as to the emphasis in past cases placed 
on the capacity of a motor vehicle to cause far greater 
damage, when compared with the capacity of a 
pedestrian to cause damage. That factor should be 
understood from the perspective of both the driver and 
the pedestrian, rather than as an independent 
consideration. To treat it as an independent 
consideration may lead to the conduct of the driver 
being judged against a higher standard than that of the 
pedestrian. Each should be equally conscious of that 
factor and adjust his or her behaviour accordingly: the 
driver by taking greater care for the pedestrian; the 
pedestrian by taking greater care for his or her own 
safety. It appears to have been this factor, however, 
which led the trial judge to place a greater share of 
responsibility on the driver than the pedestrian.” 

However Basten JA declined to express a concluded 
view on this point as it had not been argued in the 
Court below. However Basten JA did reassess 
contributory negligence and concluded: 

 “The weighty factor in assessing relative responsibility 
for the accident was the unpredictable step taken by 
the deceased in seeking to cross the road against a 
red pedestrian light and in the face of oncoming traffic. 
Giving due respect to the careful reasoning of the trial 
judge, in my view, according proper weight to that 
factor in the mix of the identified considerations 
required a far higher level of contributory negligence. I 
would assess contributory negligence at 75%.” 

Accordingly the damages were reduced by 75%. 

So what is the end result?   

In both cases the drivers were found to be negligent 
however the deductions for contributory negligence 
appear to be at different ends of the range.   

The precautions which a driver and a pedestrian can 
reasonably take to avoid an accident are different and 
personal responsibility is a factor that the Courts take 
into account when assessing contributory negligence. 
Whether the duty ascribed to a driver is greater than 
the responsibility of a pedestrian for now will be 
determined with reference to the damage that a vehicle 
can cause. But are we seeing a more moderate view 
on the concept that driving a lethal weapon imposes a 
greater responsibility on the driver. Time will tell but for 
now we will need to wait for a case which decides 
whether Section 5R of the Civil Liability Act 2002 has 
removed the need to place emphasis on the capacity 
of a motor vehicle to cause far greater damage, when 
compared with the capacity of a pedestrian to cause 
damage when determining contributory negligence. 
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Warning. The summaries in this review do not seek to express a view on the correctness or otherwise of any Court 
judgment.  This publication should not be treated as providing any definitive advice on the law.  It is recommended 

that readers seek specific advice in relation to any legal matter they are handling. 
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